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The Agency has several R&T activities in the naval do-
main, related to Maritime Mine Counter-Measures and 
to other naval applications. The EDA Steering Board 
has on 7 November 2009 approved a new type of pro-
gramme for “Unmanned Maritime Systems”.  

We call this a Category A umbrella programme. Why?

So far, the EDA has two types of programmes. The 
Category A (Cat. A) Joint Investment Programmes 
(JIPs). These JIPs: 

- have a larger number of Member States contribut-
ing;
- work like an investment fund, from which individual 
projects are financed; 
- all Member States who contribute to the fund decide 
on what projects the money is spent and they all de-
cide on contract awards;
- there is one overall Programme/Technical Arrange-
ment (Memorandum Of Understanding-type) for all 
projects.

The other one is the ‘classical’ Category B (Cat.B) 
projects. These:

- have a smaller number of Member States contribut-
ing;
- investment is per single project; 
- each and every Category B project needs its own 
Programme/Technical Arrangement

The new Category A umbrella programme combines 
the two formulas:
- it has a larger number in the overall Cat. A programme, 
but smaller number of Member States in the underlying 
Cat. B projects, thus allowing for selected participation 
and investment in the projects;

- so, the overall group does not decide on how the 
money is spent; decisions on spending are done in the 
smaller Cat.B groups;

- but only one PA/TA will be needed for all Cat. B 
projects – thus saving time and costs.

Such a combined Cat.A/B formula makes sense when 
it addressed technologies where a higher level system 
integration is needed in order to guarantee interoper-
ability between the individual parts.

EDA Category A Programme on  
“Unmanned Maritime Systems”
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Unmanned Maritime Systems (UMS) is such an area: 
there will be different Cat. B projects for sensors, mine 
detection, communications and other systems. The 
Cat.A umbrella, where all projects are coordinated, 
guarantees interoperability between the individual sys-
tems. We call this the system of systems level.   

The advantage of this umbrella programme is a con-
siderable reduction in the legal-administrative burden 
as only one programme arrangement will be needed 
for a group of Category B projects. Thus, less time 
will be needed and money will be saved - as only one 
Programme Arrangement can be established for all the 
Cat.B projects, thus saving time and money.

At the same time this programme will also connect the 
Capability Development Plan priority of Maritime Mine 
Counter-Measures (a project launched in November 
2008) with the Uninhabited Naval Systems, one of the 
R&T priorities.

The European Defence Agency (EDA) was established by the Council on 12 July 2004.  It is designed “to support the Council and the 
Member States in their effort to improve European defence capabilities in the field of crisis management and to sustain the ESDP as it 
stands now and develops in the future”.  More specifically, the Agency is ascribed four functions, relating to:

- defence capabilities development;
- armaments cooperation;
- the European defence technological and industrial base and defence equipment market;
- research and technology;

The EDA is an Agency of the European Union.  The High Representative Javier Solana is the Head of the Agency, chairman of the Steering 
Board, which acts under the Council’s authority and within the framework of guidelines issued by the Council.
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